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		A Revolution.From The Ground Up.
Portable conveying solutions that bid farewell to back breaking work
SEE OUR PRODUCTS

	55 Degrees.Of Pure Efficiency.
The UK's number one conveyor just got better
SEE THE SHIFTA

	1000 Tiles.In Just 25 Minutes.
Say goodbye to the manual chore of heavy loading
SEE THE BUMPA





		
 
   
     
                We Are  Mace Industries

            

     
       PORTABLE CONVEYORS FOR ALL ASPECTS OF MATERIAL MOVEMENT

     

     
       
The story of how Mace Industries came to be formed and to flourish is an example of how a straightforward vision, combined with the right skill and expertise, can lead to remarkable success. Brothers, Tony and Richard Mace recognised the need for a faster, simpler and less labour intensive way to get tiles to scaffolding at roof level – avoiding potentially dangerous ladder work. They worked to devise their own solution and made plans to build a machine that would fulfil this need.
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                           1K

                           Tiles in 25 Min

                        

                                              
                           1-3

                           Storeys

                        

                                              
                           4

                           Mins Setup

                        

                                          

                    
                      The back breaking chore of loading heavy tiles to roof height becomes quick and easy with a Bumpa.
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                           200

                           KG Max Load

                        

                                              
                           32

                           Metres Per Min

                        

                                              
                           55°

                           Incline

                        

                                          

                    
                      The Nation’s No.1 Portable Conveyor is now capable of running up to 5 Shiftas from one power supply reliably 24/7 days a week.
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                           60

                           Tonnes Per Hour

                        

                                              
                           250

                           KG Max Payload

                        

                                              
                           110

                           Volt Motor

                        

                                          

                    
                      The Screena is designed to screen soil or aggregates with maximum efficiency and portability.
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                           120

                           KG Load Lift

                        

                                              
                           100

                           Foot Lifting

                        

                                              
                           27

                           M/Min Speed

                        

                                          

                    
                      GEDA machines provide construction elevators & hoists for a quicker ride up the worksite.
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            Worldwide Distribution

          

          
            Our global distribution  chain continues to grow

          


        

      

          
        
          
            Conveyor Production

          

          
            Mace Industries produces labour saving technology

          


        

      

          
        
          
            Nationwide Servicing

          

          
            We meet all our clients  needs up and down the UK

          


        

      

          
        
          
            Produced in the UK

          

          
            Designed and manufactured  for the world

          


        

      

      





  
  
    
            
          
          
            
              A nationwide Servicing Team

            

            
              Our servicing and repair team come to where you are in the UK.
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              Need Parts Replacing?

            

            
              Order online today for next working day delivery.

            

          

          
            Buy Spare Parts
          

        

        

        
          
          
            
              Product training

            

            
              Get you and the team clued up on Hire staples both Mace and GEDA alike
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              Laser & Fabrication

            

            
              Design, Laser, Precision Bending, Welding  and Fabrication. Bring your ideas to life.
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              Become a distributor

            

            
              Join our growing network today and be part of the Mace community.

            

          

          
            Become a distributor
          

        

        

        
          
          
            
              looking to hire?

            

            
              We can point you in the right direction!

            

          

          
            Find Out More
          

        

        

    

  



    
    

                        

               We are using their Bumpa type 10 and it is really high-quality product. Also, their support is amazing. Highly recommend.

               We are using their Bumpa type 10 and it is really high-quality product. Also, their support is amazing. Highly recommend.


            

            
               Hristo Sheyretov

            

        

        
                        

               Mace were very helpful in helping us rejuvenate our ancient elevator by helping us with the parts, I'm pleased to say our third man is now back in working condition and helping us to continue as a small family business without having to pay out a large amount of money in these testing times thanks again.

               Mace were very helpful in helping us rejuvenate our ancient elevator by helping us with the parts.


            

            
               Rebecca J Langhan

            

        

        
                        

               From my first contact with the company a couple of weeks ago to the collection of a new Bumpa lift yesterday, I have had nothing but the very best in service from Rob and the team of colleagues at Mace Industries.

They have been attentive, responsive and extremely helpful in assisting my choice of product to suit my needs.

I was given a quick tour of the factory, had all of my questions about the lift answered and was even given some freebie bits upon collecting my lift. I was a hown some hospitality with two cups of coffee after my 500 mile drive to their facility and I just can’t fault their communication, organisation and overall service. Well done to Mace. I am a very happy customer and I’ll definitely be coming back. Thank you.

               From my first contact with the company a couple of weeks ago to the collection of a new Bumpa lift yesterday, I have had nothing but the very best in service from Rob and the team of colleagues at Mace Industries.


            

            
               Katya Woolley

            

        

        
                        

               As a trusted supplier for Gap group, Mace never ceases to help. Their team help you achieve the unachievable in record timing. We recently purchased the very first Screena for our fleet which went straight out on hire to a reliable customer who has said the kit helped the job in terms of convenience and time management a great deal. The customer asked for adjustments to the machine partway through the hire in order to suit the job which yet again, the Mace team pulled through on to make rapid adjustments via their engineers as soon as humanly possible. Highly recommend Mace and their team of workers for your material movement solutions!

               As a trusted supplier for Gap group, Mace never ceases to help. Their team help you achieve the unachievable in record timing.


            

            
               Yasmin Pattle

            

        

        
                        

               In such a demanding industry, the need for reputable, trustworthy suppliers is a must, and the guys and girls at Mace Industries have proven exactly that for me. I have had great support from the team at Mace. From product knowledge to troubleshooting, Mace's team have always been readily available to go above and beyond whenever needed, sometimes even exploiting reciprocal business opportunities which is a bonus! With the help Mace provides, along with brilliant build quality I have shown great return on investment on all products I currently run on my fleet. Highly Recommended.

               With the help Mace provides, along with brilliant build quality I have shown great return on investment on all products I currently run on my fleet. Highly Recommended.


            

            
               Ben Hammond
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Select Your Enquiry Type
Products
Parts
Servicing
Hire

 


 I'm interested in:

BUMPAGEDASCREENASHIFTAUL-500




 


I agree to my data being processed in line with the privacy policy
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